
PLATO AND THE 'APXH KAKO)N 

COOK WILSON remarks that one of the chief doctrines of the Timaeus ' relates to the exist- 
ence of evil . . . all cosmogonies which attribute the world to some divine activity find a 
difficulty here. Some assume another spirit, an evil one, though partly subordinate to the 
good one; others, to avoid making an evil spiritual principle, assume an unintelligent matter, 
or in general some form of Necessity beside the Good Spirit. We should suppose that Plato, 
if not monist, would incline to the latter and should have thought he clearly adopted it in the 
Timaeus.' 1 In Laws X, ' soul' is the cause of evil as of good. So Plato says one thing at one 
time, another at another. But his interpreters do not like to admit this. Professor Cornford 
found the spiritual view of evil lurking in the Timaeus too. Mr. Vlastos 2 and lately the Rev. 
Pere Festugiere,3 though they differ about the meaning of Laws X, agree that for Plato the 
KaKoTrOlov is always matter. I think that we should not try too hard to smooth over the 

discrepancies in what Plato says about evil. They call attention to something obscure, perhaps 
incoherent, in his metaphysical thinking. 

Cornford reads the Timaeus with the help of Laws X. ' Irrational and merely necessary 
motions and changes, with casual and undesigned results, actually occur in nature at all times, 
as well as those which are subservient to rational ends . . . And since, on Platonic principles, 
all physical motion must be due to a living soul, I do not see how to escape the conclusion that 
the World-Soul is not completely rational.' 4 There is no trace of a Devil in the Timaeus; the 
source of evil must be the World-Soul itself, that is to say, if Plato always assumes that yvux'i 
is the &pXTi KlvTlaEcos. But to a reader coming fresh to the Timaeus, unbiased by recollections 
of any other dialogue, TO CcopacroEt&s is the KaKOTrOlov. The Timaeus accounts for evil in 
terms of a contest between Reason and Necessity, the struggle of a workman with materials 
that are recalcitrant, that limit his purposes, and make perfection unattainable even by God. 
These are the Forms, Space and yevEcY1s. ov TE Kai XcbpcaV Kai yEvEoiv EiVacx, Tpica Trp1X1, Kcai 
Trpiv oupacvov yEVEaCOal. (52d.) 

For the most part the Divine Workman's difficulties are a hackneyed theme. He is making 
a copy of the world of Forms in which not all Forms ' combine '; their want of KolvcoiVa will 
be reflected in the product; all conceivable advantages will not be realised. Then Plato 
assumes that embodiment involves a certain degradation for the Form. He is not saying that 
the Potter's hand shakes, rather that the very being of a particular thing is imperfection, for the 
aTrElpov element in the mixture keeps it from being a perfect instance of the Form. Xcbpac is the 
a&rTEpov here, Plato's matter.5 For Plato a material thing is a region of space in which causal 
properties are manifested.6 What properties a thing will have depends on its spatial configura- 
tion, and the 5ia'6KoCytrlo'-U is simply the delimitation of these regions within the original 
aTrEtpov, whose nature the Demiurge must accept and make the most of. 

FrvEclIs is more mysterious. Here it is not the sensible world, for that is the product of 
the 5laK6cJ6crTo1S, not a prerequisite.7 I take it to be the same as KivrnalS in Laws X, and I 
shall use the word Kivrotis by preference, assuming it covers coming-into-being, motion, and 

Statement and Inference II, 867. matter. A Commentary on Plato's Timaeus, 347.) On the 
2 CQ XXXIII, 71 f. other hand, the contents of the receptacle, the Ein6ovra KCoi 
3 Rev. de philologie, XXI. E6IOrTa T-rCv 6orcov &ai ptfuipca-ra (50oc), might suggest sensibilia. 
4 Plato's Cosmology, 209-10. Is it possible that Plato's Heracliteanism is an anticipation of 5 WVe must distinguish the matter which is equivalent to the Event Theory of Continuance (see e.g., Theaetetus 157bc), 

OATi from the Workman's materials, of which xcbpa is one, and and that he regards the material thing as a continuous 
from the material world, the product. stream of sensuously qualified particulars which come into 

6 That is, the physical object is a fiction; the fact that being apart from any observer? On this view lTavra pel has 
causal properties are manifested in a certain region of space a plain meaning, and the objectionable substratum of 
is an ultimate fact. The objection is that if a region has change is even more thoroughly eradicated than by the 
causal properties, it is a substance and not a region. (Per- generally accepted Aristotelian interpretation. 
haps this is the real cause of Taylor's reluctance to call Xcbpa 7 Cf. Tim. 27d f. 
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change of all kinds.8 In the state of chaos space is a receptacle filled with strange contents, 
EiclO6vTc KCXi tiO6v-rT TroV OVT'oV aEi pli.iccoTac (5oc), in ceaseless change and motion. Questions 
can be asked about the cause of their coming-into-being; they must have some shape and some 
colour, and if vois is responsible for aEpas wherever it is found, vo0s is already at work in chaos. 
But we need not pursue these anomalies. Whatever we may think of the time-question,9 we 
must agree with Cornford that the description of chaos will not bear close inspection, but it is 
particularly obvious that change and motion in chaos make nonsense. (It would require a 
continuity of being these ' contents ' cannot have.) For all that, Plato's intention is plain-to 
declare that Kivrilis in all its forms is an aTrElpov, waiting to be given order by the Demiurge. 

Nous struggles to subdue avayKrl.l0 The Demiurge does his best with these materials and 
succeeds on the whole, but to some extent they resist, and the evil of the world is simply this 
element of disorder that survives from chaos. So matter, TO' cciycoprro E16S, is the Kc(KOTroIov.ll 

But this simple interpretation is often questioned. Professor Cornford thinks we can dig 
deeper. 

As we have seen, in the Timaeus KIVTlIS is represented as something ' given '; it has no 
origin, any more than the Forms or Space.12 But Cornford is sure that the thought that Wyuxi is 
apxnl KlviIECOos was constantly present to Plato's mind, as much in the Timaeus as in the Phaedrus 
and the Laws.l3 Apart from 46e which echoes at least the words in which the apXi/ KlVl-CECOS 
argument is expressed elsewhere, Cornford can point to the earlier part of the dialogue where 
the world is called a 3coov with a soul, and there is a faint suggestion that the soul is responsible 
for its movement. When God shaped the world's body, ' he caused it to turn about uniformly 
in the same place and within its own limits and made it revolve round and round' (34a), 
but when the World-Soul is inwoven, I think it is implied that the Soul is responsible for the 
motion.14 In Plato's scheme this revolution of the world as a whole is the physical counter- 
part of the mental movement of the Same,l5 while the movement of the Different is imparted to 
the planets (36cd). With it Plato comes nearest to making the World-Soul the cosmic &pxT' 
KIVtcYE?S, but he nowhere represents it as the ultimate cause of all events in the comprehensive 
sense required by Laws X. Nothing is said to connect yvuX7t with the other KIVIOaElS of all 
kinds within the world. In the central part of the Timaeus describing the struggle of Reason 
with Necessity, there is not the smallest hint that vuxI} is responsible for KivqrlCS. It may be 
replied that this is the myth of vo0s 8rlpuovpyos and, to vovs, KivrlciS is ' given'; that Plato 

8 Both yEVEolS and Kivrais have a wider and a narrower 
meaning. In the Timaeus y?cVais includes Kivrjao = loco- 
motion. In Laws X KivriCtS includes yvEacns = coming-to- 
be. (See also Parm. I55e-156b and Cornford, Plato and 
Parmenides, 197.) 9 Mr. Vlastos argues that we should be satisfied to accept 
Aristotle's statement that Plato thought time yEvrirTs (25Ib 
I7), on the ground that he thought of it in terms of circular 
movement, which is a feature of cosmos, not chaos. (CQ 
XXXIII, 73-77. Cf. Cornford, op. cit., p. 103.) Chaos is not 
a world already in existence before God intervenes. The 
materials of creation are not the sort of entities that exist 
in time; Plato is hard put to it to describe the odd kind of 
being Space has, timeless like the oOaia of the Forms, but far 
less ' real' (Tim. 52a-c), while there can be no Kivlois in the 
absence of all order. But we can deny that chaos existed 
before creation, without asserting like Cornford that there 
never was a moment of creation (p. 37). Some philosophers find a meaning in the idea of continuous creation, but the 
Design argument need not be so understood. The First- 
Cause argument requires a beginning. Plato has not given us a satisfactory theory of time, but he clearly implies in 
the Timaeus that it is not infinite. We do best to take him 
at his word. 

10 'Necessity' is a name for rTO acoaT-roetS6s, more pre- 
cisely for the causal powers of matter, for the ai-ria, 6ocx 
povwco0Eia (ppovfrjoEco TO IXuV &TCOKTOV KKarOOTE EtEpyCaovTrc 
(46e). Professor Dodds writes, ' In the Timaeus, however, besides these physical aovai-na which are popularly but 
falsely described as causes, we meet also with a real cause 
which is non-rational-the r?avcoevnTv ca-ria, or Errant 

Cause, alias " Necessity," which shares with Mind the re- 
sponsibility for the constitution of the Universe.' (JHS 
LXV, 20). I think the ovauci-ra of 46cd are causes, though 
never the sole sufficient causes of any event in the material 
world-Plato remarks 5oCT3ETat 6i U TCOr V TrCv Eii-rcov oU 
awa-ci &TaAXa alTica Elvail Tv Trav-rov because he does not 
want us to forget the teleological action of vous-and I 
think that &vayKq does not stand for anything distinct from 
these ouvvdTiac. When they are described in 46e as ' pushed 
by other things and pushing a third lot of things { d&v&yKrs', 
the phrase refers to that mysterious bond for which Hume 
professed he had looked in vain; it is sometimes called 

enforcement.' The words 6(oacn ovco0Eicai qppovnjoEcos -r 
'rvXv OTCrKTOV eKOcrTOTE ECEpyY3ovTac (46e) forbid us to inter- 
pret Necessity in terms of Regularity of Sequence or natural 
law. Any order in the world is the work of vous. ' Neces- 
sity in Plato was the very antithesis of natural law' (Corn- 
ford, Plato's Cosmology, 171). What we mean by natural law 
was expressed by Plato in terms of order. 

11 KCIKOTr016 but not KaOK6V. See Robin La Theorie 
Platonicienne des Idees et des Nombres, 573-80. 

12 dvcoca,ATT-s is the condition of Kivrlms, not the apX1. 
(57e, with 58c and 57a. Cf. Vlastos, CQ XXXIII, 80.) 

13 'Since no bodily changes can occur without the self- 
motion of soul, the other factor present in this chaos must be 
irrational motions of the World-Soul, considered in abstrac- 
tion from the ordered revolutions of Reason' (op. cit. 205). 14 This motion is surely inconceivable, but see Cornford 
op. cit., 82, n. I. 

15 See 36c and 37a-c and Cornford's Tables of Celestial 
Motions, op. cit., 136. 
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need not account for its origin while the artistic shape into which he had cast his work made it 
awkward to do so. I think we shall find a reason why we should not assume what Plato has 
so carefully not said. Aristotle did not think the Timaeus uniform with the Laws in this respect 
or assume that it is impossible that Plato should change his tune.16 His -rravapcpiovloS uvXi is 
not likely to rest content for ever with the same idea. It may be that even within the one dia- 
logue his doctrine is not entirely homogeneous. 

Cornford, who assumes that the immanent WVorld-Soul is the #pxlr KIVT)?ECO)S, inclines to 
the view that vous 6Truloupy6s is simply the rational element in this World-Soul, for ever trying 
to impose discipline on the vagaries of its 'lower self.' He searches for indications of this 
conflict. 

Qua ' mental motions ' of the World-Soul, the Circles of the Same and the Different, for 
all we are told, have a purely cognitive function. The Different is responsible for true judge- 
ments and beliefs about the sensible; oTrcv 56 acV TTEpi TO Aoytc-riKov (Aoyos) i KCai 6 TOU 

-rTcT-ro KUKXOS EUTpOXOS CAV cOUTa& trpVOcja, VOUS ETTlo-rlTlrI TE ? V dvCyKTrS COTOEAE TaEcrt (37bc).17 
But Cornford makes the Same ' rational' and the Different' irrational ' in a questionable sense. 
He argues that, since the Different (in its physical aspect) ' is associated with the planets and the 
Wandering Cause (T-ravcoipevr ca-rica), the possibility remains that the WVorld-Soul is not wholly 
rational' (p. 76). The planets are set in the circuits in which the revolution of the Different 
was moving (38c), but their 'wanderings' are only apparent,18 and as far as I can follow 
Cornford's explanation, involve no interruption in the revolution of the Different. There is 
no decisive evidence here for ' a semi-rational element of innate impulse.' 

Again, referring to 34a, Cornford says that ' the six irrational motions do occur in nature ' 
and argues that 'since all physical motions are ultimately caused by the self-moving soul, this 
passage supports the view that the World-Soul has an element of unreason and, like our own 
souls, is not perfectly controlled by the divine reason it contains ' (p. 57).19 The new-born 
baby, when it 'comes to be without intelligence at first,' moves with these six motions. But 
Mr. Vlastos remarks with justice that ' the analogy with the infant soul, apposite as it is, is 
unfortunate for Professor Cornford's hypothesis. It does not tell us how an irrational soul 
originates irrational motions, but how irrational motions throw out of gear the infant's soul.' 20 

It is made clear in 43a-44a that TO ccoriaro?is i to blame. 
In order to cause the two physical motions specifically assigned to it, the World-Soul must 

be more than a mere thinking thing. But we are left to make this bare inference ourselves. 
Though it is an embodied soul, nothing is said to suggest that it is not AoyL1T1Kov all through. 
In contrast the human soul is given parts that will conflict. To make it, the Gods got from the 
Demiurge an immortal principle of soul (apX)'lv uX)(nS a&cavarov) similar to the XVorld-Soul, and 
' for a vehicle gave it the body as a whole and built round another form of soul, the mortal, 
aAAo TE E180' ?V aUTn yvUXs TpooVcpKo8OPOUV TO mOvaToV, thivc Koal caVcyKala EV ebauco Tvao0 paTTa 

?Xov (6gcd). 42ac and 8ge refer to the old tripartite division. Are we meant to argue from 
microcosm to macrocosm? But it is clear that the World-Soul has no such parts ' built on.' 

Yet it is a ovVOE?TOV, put together from the intermediate kinds of Existence, Sameness, and 
Difference, and M. Robin has argued that 35a indicates that its unity is precarious. Kai Tpia 
WapcbAv auTra OVTa oVVEKEpa8:crTo ?iEis piaV -TravTa iSEav, TTfV OaTEpOU quaivLV UJ1I?E1KTOV oUOVav EiS 
ToC:UTOV auvvappoTTcov ?3ia. He fixes on 6UOdCIEIKTOV. 'Ce qui arrive, c'est que l'Ame du 
monde, qui a ete faite aussi bonne que possible, mais dans laquelle, comme dit le Timee (35a), 

16 aae piv oUS' XaT-rcav ys olov TE ?Eyeiv v ole-rTal EVioTE irrational only in the odd sense that they are not axial 
apXv Elval, -r6O auTO EatUTO KIVOUV UTrepoV yap Kai &apa TCO rotation-TeOV eTra TflV TrEpi VOUV Kai pp6vwaciv paiX-ra o6aav 
oUpav4i T Yvxi, cs 9TCiv (1071 b 37). The reason sug- (34a). Again in Laws 897c Koapopi.a is the physical 
gested for Plato's silence is not satisfactory. If ' earlier ' EiKCov of vou Kivlai. But the other six motions need not 
and 'later' have any temporal meaning, the World-Soul want -r&Tls. (In Tim. 43ab they have none because vous is 
is older than its body. (34bc.) not operative in infancy.) The Laws suggests that the 

17 -rTo Xoyi-riKO6v here = -r6 -rTo volr6TOV. (See Cornford, impulse to aesthetic activity is the pleasure we get from the 
op. cit. 95 n. 3.) perception of T-r&is, i.e., pattern, in all kinds of Kivroals 

18 i.e., according to the science of Plato's time. (Tim. (see Laws 653d. Cf. Ar. Problemata 920 b 33.) 
39c, 4ob and Laws 822a.) 20 op. Cit., 78. 19 ' Six irrational motions ' is misleading, for they are 
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1'Autre ne s'est laisse accommoder au Meme que sous la contrainte, cesse de se rappeler 
"l'enseignement qu'elle a regu de l'Ouvrier qui fut son pere " (Pol. 273b): le cercle de l'Autre 
pretend tourner a sa guise sans obeir au cercle du Meme, et il se produit alors dans l'Ame du 
monde des perversions analogues a celles que les passions produisent dans nos ames.' 21 But 
there are stages in its making. In 35a the intermediate kinds of Existence, Sameness, and 
Difference are mixed; then from this mixture what are called the Circles of the Same and the 
Different are both made (36c), so that any difficulty of mixing in 35a, however serious, cannot 
explain why the Circle of the Different should give trouble, while the Same turns peacably on 
its course.22 

I am inclined to think that sVUCxE1KTOV is a casual comment let slip without any deep design. 
In Sophist 255e f., the Same mixes with the Different in the sense that everything is the same 
as itself and different from other things, but on another occasion Plato might well call the Same 
and the Different 8O'UiElKTa. The word has no echo in the rest of the Timaeus. 

Certainly the construction M. Robin puts upon it is not borne out by the behaviour of the 
World-Soul. A merely potential discord will not account for the actual evil in the world, and 
there is no suggestion anywhere that the World-Soul is divided against itself, no hint of these 
' 

perversions,' and as Mr. Vlastos says, ' Of irrational motions in the World-Soul we know 
nothing in the Timaeus.' 23 This silence is surprising if M. Robin and Cornford are right.24 Of 
course the description of the World-Soul is mythical, but it is reasonable to expect that their 
interpretation, if it is the true one, should be reflected in the details of the myth. 

Then the theological situation is extraordinary if evil springs from a conflict between parts 
of the Divine World-Soul. The victory of vo0s is admittedly incomplete, which must mean on 
this view that vous has only partial success in making its ' lower self' see reason. But it is one 
thing to allow that God is not omnipotent, another to maintain that the cause of divine weak- 
ness lies within. Is God, like man, betrayed by what is false within? If Plato is preaching so 
startling a doctrine, why does he not speak out more plainly? 25 Cornford should explain 
Plato's silence. Theology apart, the dramatic interest of the struggle would be heightened if 
it were a conflict within the Divine World-Soul. 

In the Timaeus there is no question of two souls at strife. Even if we do not accept Corn- 
ford's view that vo0s Trlnuoupyos is a mere hypostatisation of reason in the World-Soul, still 
the AWorld-Soul seems very much the creature of the Demiurge, a submissive creature never in 
rebellion against its Creator. It corresponds, if anything, to the Good Soul of Laws X, not the 
Bad. Read without prejudice, the Timaeus gives no support to the view that evil has a 
spiritual origin. For all the skill that Cornford employs to draw forth this idea from the 
Timaeus, we see that it is not there-but a different idea, that evil comes from matter. Professor 
Dodds says that Plato blames 'the Irrational.' 26 But we have seen that on Plato's view a 

21 Platon, 228. 
22 M. Robin may connect the Different with change and 

even disorder on the more general ground that he equates 
the Different with ' 'Illimite ' (p. I56.) He argues that 
Forms, as well as particulars, are mixtures of Trtpcas and 
aTrEipov. 'Toute Idee est, comme le disait Aristote, un 
mixte determine d'Un et d'Infini: l'infinite de l'Autre 
limitee par l'unit6 du Meme' (p. I52.) Is the Different 
to be identified with the Indeterminate Dyad? I venture 
no opinion on so difficult a question. But the Different 
cannot be a very subversive element if it is present in every 
Form, when Forms are notoriously changeless. 23 op. cit., 78. 

24 M. Robin assumes that the rebellion of the World-Soul 
against the Demiurge in the Politicus has a parallel in the 
Timnaeus. It is true that the Same is given supremacy over 
the Different in Tim. 36c, where the Kpd6Tos has an astronom- 
ical significance, but there is not the smallest hint that this 
supremacy is ever threatened in the World-Soul. In the 
infant human soul it is, but not really by the rebellion of the 
Different. Kaei 5r Kai TOTE EV TCO TrapOv-T TrAEiT-rrTv Koi PEyiYTrrlv 
TTOapEX6pEVCa KiVTCTIV, p.ETr TOO PEOVTOS EVSSEEXG&S 6OXETOU KIVO0CCai 

KaCl Cq)O5ppos CEiOOUCXa Ts-r TrS UyvXJS ,.Ept68ou0, T-rv pEV raOI rTOi 
TTavT&TraClv ETari6qlcrv vcavria auTri peouCal Kai ETrEcoXov aPXouvCav 
Kai iouoaav, T-nv 'a5 aocrrpou slaEtaoav ...... (43cd. Cf. 44a) 
Matter is to blame. Even in the Politicus the material 
view of evil is fundamental. (See Vlastos op. cit., 80.) 
The World-Soul grows forgetful and careless-rorTCov 56 
aUTOr TO oocrroTol6EI T-rS oVyKp&aCOEco aITrov (273b). 

According to M. Robin the responsibility for evil falls on 
the World-Soul but in his view the World-Soul is not God 
(Platon, 229). 

25 
Cf. p. 72 infra. 

26 Professor Dodds thinks primarily of the contrast be- 
tween Reason and the Passions. When he turns 'from 
Plato's view of man to his view of Nature,' he suggests that 
Plato 'has projected into his conception of Nature that 
stubborn irrationality which he was more and more com- 
pelled to admit in man' (op. cit., 21). Plato may have 
grown more despondent over human nature, but recognition 
of the surd-element in the world is not in itself a proof of 
pessimism. If you choose to describe the world in the 
Pythagorean TrEpac aTrElpov language, you cannot have one 
term without the other. 
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surd-element is present in the world independently of any mind, human or divine. Matter is 

essentially aRoyov. A mindless universe would be irrational in this sense. 
Of course, it is useless to pretend that the activities of vous and its relation to the World- 

Soul are perfectly comprehensible. When Plato warns us that we shall not understand his myth 
of creation, it is obviously rash to assign a literal meaning to each part of the complex symbol 
and expect that by combining these meanings we shall construct a theory a philosopher will 

accept or reject on strictly philosophic grounds.27 The most we can hope to do is to seize the 
main ideas it illustrates. Cornford takes the World-Soul very seriously, on the ground that for 
Plato it is ' literally true ' that the world is a 3coov 28 and suggests that the Demiurge may be an 
element within that soul. I shall try to show that this reading involves difficulties that make it 
seem unlikely that Plato wished the myth to be understood in this way. And I suggest that 
Cornford has allowed too much weight to considerations that are not native, or at least not 

central, to the Timaeus, and so obscured the main theme. 
That theme was set by Anaxagoras-voOv Tra&vToc lcaKociyljV. Order in the world is the 

work of divine rrp6voia. The Timaeus might be called a dramatised version of the Argument 
from Design-only the Demiurge is not the Architect of the world; he does not plan, but exe- 

cute, making a copy of CJrTO TO 3coov. The argument is not stated in the Timaeus. We do not 
find Plato ' proving a priori both that order is from its own nature inseparable from thought, and 
that it can never, of itself, or from some unknown principle, belong to matter.' 29 In other 

dialogues there are many indications of a cryyEvEtca between vo0s and 'rdaS. For example in 

Philebus 26e-39d vo0s is the efficient cause of every mixture in which -rrpas is united with 

a-rrEpov, while in 65a-66b vous is said to have a special affinity with the formal elements respons- 
ible for the goodness of the mixture. This conviction that intelligence is linked with order and 
value has its roots in metaphysical depths which are not plumbed by the Timaeus. In 3oa Plato 

says simply that God being good, and desiring all things to be good, brought cosmos out of chaos. 
No one would dispute that this is the message of the Timaeus.30 But what of the suggestion 

that the benevolent Intelligence is simply an element in the World-Soul ? It is only a suggestion 
-Cornford points out the danger of dogmatism-but still he regards it as based on a certainty. 
For, in his view, one thing is certain and the rest is lies-the world is an animal. Hume says 
this notion was ' common to almost all the theists of antiquity.' ' For though sometimes the 
ancient philosophers reason from final causes, as if they thought the world the workmanship of 
God: yet it appears rather their favourite notion to consider it as his body whose organisation 
renders it subservient to him.' 31 In the Timaeus the word 3co,ov is used without much apology. 
Plato does not try to show that the world has the unity peculiar to an organism. Plato says 
perfunctorily that nothing has such value as vous, and vous cannot exist apart from ypuX ; so 
God made the world a 3coov (3oab).32 What is at the back of his mind is the thought of the 
world as an animal that can move itself. In his History of Western Philosophy Lord Russell 
has some interesting remarks on the imaginative background of Aristotle's physical theories. 
He explains how ' animals have lost their importance in our imaginative picture of the world '; 
how' to the modern man of science the body of an animal is a very elaborate machine,' while' to 
the Greek it seemed more natural to assimilate apparently lifeless motions to those of animals.' 33 

Plato shows the same tendency, but not continuously, as we have seen.34 Hume was right 

27 It is surely misleading to suggest that the notion of eternal animal.' With some malice Hume had remarked 
scientific probability is applicable to a metaphysical theory. that, if you say the world is an animal, you more or less have 
Cf. Vlastos, op. cit., pp. 7I-3. to say it arose from generation. 'Plato, too, so far as he is 

28 See Cornford, Plato's Cosmology, 34, n. i. He assumes intelligible, seems to have adopted some such idea in his 
that in 3ob Tr dTiXTOEia stamps the 34Sov language as literal Timaeus.' 
truth, whereas the rest of the sentence 8ia rTTv TOy 0EoU 33 A History of Western Philosophy, 226-7. 
yEveaOm -r p6voiav is ' myth.' 34 Consider the reasoning of Laws 895c or Phaedrus 245e. 

29 Hume, Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, 224. We easily imagine that the sight of an animal moving itself 
30 Unless those who regard the Demiurge as a symbol for suggests the principle that yvuxi is the apxi KIviEo?coS, and that 

the Form of the Good or who identify Forms with Minds (see Plato, having reached the general principle, should then on 
p. 72, n. 49). In spite of 5od, I assume that vo0s SqIoupyo6s is the strength of it feel justified in calling the world an animal. 
not a Form. Yet as Laws 898e f. shows, he realised that it is not neces- 

31 op. cit., 211 I. sary that the soul which is the &pxn should be related to the 
32 Cornford has to add-' Of course it is not made; it is an body moved as our soul is to our body. 
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in saying that the ancient philosophers are torn between the Divine Animal view of the 
world and the Divine Workman-obviously the favourite notion in the Timaeus. Where 
the Divine Workman holds the stage, the idea of motion as the self-movement of an animal is 
suppressed; we have already seen how carefully Plato abstains from making the World-Soul 
responsible for Kivrlois in chaos. The two notions are perhaps not compatible with one 
another. 

I doubt if it is possible to treat vous 5rTtioupyos as a symbol for an element in the World- 
Soul. If it were, we should have to construe the bicK6oaIalis entirely in terms of the control a 
rational soul exercises over its body. In our case that is limited, to say the least of it, but vous 
65riiovpy6s is supposed to be the source of whatever order is to be found throughout the world, 
unless in corners where other minds have been at work. Nous brings the cosmos into being, 
that is, if Cornford is right, vous makes its own body. If an organism can be said to make 
itself, the parallel is vague in the extreme. Of course, Aristotle would maintain that an 
organism owes its aO-aTacr s, its organic unity, to the fact that it is animate, though not to rrpovoia 
on its own part.35 But surely 'unconscious teleology' is Aristotelian, not Platonic at all. 
For Plato order is always the work of vous acting with conscious purpose. 

Accordingly in the Timaeus vous is a Workman struggling with materials external to 
himself. Of course, we can think of our body as so much material for the exercise of T?rxvr, 
but then we are treating it as an external object like any other, oblivious of the unique relation 
in which we stand to our own body. If Plato wished us to conceive of God's relation to the 
world after the fashion of our body-soul relation, why did he not say so plainly without intro- 
ducing the misleading image of the workman? 36 The truth is that the teleological argument 
for the existence of God does not require immanence, and the designing intelligence does not 
need to have a body. I think that the Timaeus is best understood in terms of this argument, 
and that vous is a transcendent intelligence. 

The material view of evil accompanies the Divine Workman. When yvuXil comes to the 
fore as apTxl KIlvI'EcoS, the ' cause of all things' (Laws 896d), the spiritual view replaces the 
material. Is the spiritual view more positive? (The material view is privative of course; evil 
is a lack of order.) Laws X does not bear this out. The not very well defined adciaecl and 
aKparFEia, in which moral evil consists according to Laws 863d (cf. 734b), suggest some evolution 
in Plato's ethics, but not so complete a break with the past. The material view says that dis- 
order originates in matter, the spiritual, in mind. Thus far Plato's view of evil varies as vous 
8rJiuoupy6s or yux/l apPX KIVfICyEcoS predominates. 

Those who disdain the Divine Workman as mere embroidery take the WuxTJ PX) KiVTlCYEcoS 
principle very seriously, as indeed it deserves. (It is the parent of Aristotle's Unmoved Mover 
which inspired the First-Cause argument, which was refined by Leibniz into the cosmological 
argument.) According to Mr. Vlastos it has little or no significance apart from the Design 
argument of the Timaeus. ' The proposition that the soul is -TpCT-ov yEVEcrEcos KCai Tpopas ac'lrOV 
(Laws 89 e) merely denotes the supremacy of the soul's teleological action within the created 
universe.' 3 7 But the two arguments, starting from different premises, are logically distinct, and 
we cannot be sure that vuxTl a'px?i KIVTIU'ECOs is indistinguishable from vois o6 5iaKO'uco&v.38 
I think that Mr. Vlastos is mutilating the Laws to force conformity with the Timaeus. Laws X 
has something important of its own to say. 

On the other hand, those who pin all their faith to the First-Cause argument sometimes 

35 
4iI b 7. transience. But this is grotesquely unPlatonic. When 36 Philebus 30 a-c does suggest that the acopaoKia and Plato does ask himself, " Is soul more akin to being or 

ia-rpiKK we apply to our own bodies will illustrate the becoming? " he can only answer, " It is in every way more 
activity of the cosmic vous, but the argument is most like being." (Phaidon 79e).' Vlastos has surely forgotten obscure. Sophist 248e f. where change and life and soul are given a 

37 op. cit., 8i. Mr. Vlastos asks, 'How much could place in ' that which is perfectly real.' 
Plato mean when he says that the soul is the cause of all 38 The Design argument is formally impeccable, if it 
becoming and perishing? At its face-value this asserts does not insist on omniscience and omnipotence. The 
that the soul is itself the cause of the instability of becoming; First-Cause argument is based on the false assumption that 
that apart from soul reality would be untroubled by every series must have a first term. 
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suggest that Laws X will explain what is puzzling in the World-Soul of the Timaeus. Do they 
recognise what a vague account of yux'i we are given? 

In Laws 896e we are confronted with a surprising catalogue of actions and passions. For 
the First-Cause argument to have force, VuXr must surely be an apxi' in the full sense. Plato 
is surely not saying that all these are absolute beginnings, having no cause. Unless by 
Existentialists such a claim is not made, except for acts of will. To be an a&pXri, IVXi must be 
first and foremost a will. We cannot pretend that this is what Plato is saying; it is what he 
ought to be saying. For fundamentally the argument of Laws X is 'the metaphysical argu- 
ment from our own inalienable experience of ourselves as causes and voluntary agents to the 
conception of God as will and source of power.' If so 896e is rather misleading. 

Again is the cosmic &pxij a single soul? In 896e 8 (as in d Io) yux1i is undifferentiated 
' soul' rather than ' a soul' or 'souls'--' mind,' as one might speak of' mind and matter.' 
But in e4 the Athenian has raised the question of number. Mica i TrAEioUS; TrrAiovus E yCb lCTEp 

acpcZv TTrOKplvolvClx. 5UOLV pEV yE TrOV EAaTTrov pirl65v T'rIOiEV, TI S TE EVEpyETt5OS KoCi TrS 

TrvcrvTlcric 8uvacpvrnS Epyd&3ECOae (i.e., we are to assume for the purposes of argument not 
less than two.) But we see the motion of the oCipavos is like ' the motion of reason.' a&AAa EK 
y TCV VV ivv PEp1TVCV c OU OUCVIOV &AAcXs AyEtlv -rraccav arapE?T'v EXoUvoav vuXXv piav fi rrTAeious 
-TEplayETv aucr (898c). So we hear no more of a Bad Soul. It seems that Plato has raised the 
Devil only to lay him again.39 He was not needed to explain the motion of the world as a 
whole. But what of disorder within the world ? We must grapple somehow with the problem 
of evil. If Laws 896d is a serious statement and evil has a spiritual cause, it is caused either 
by a Bad Soul, or by discordant elements in the Good Soul.40 That Plato should invoke a 
hypothetical Devil to explain hypothetical disorder in the motion of the world, affords a slight 
presumption that in this frame of mind he would choose to attribute the evil within the world 
to a Bad Soul. That is all we can say in defence of the Devil.41 But no text in Laws X gives 
positive support to the alternative. 

On the other hand, a Devil would prove an embarrassment if the Good Soul is thought of 
as animating the world. Laws X is not clear on the question of immanence. 896d-y-uXiv 
86f 8s1OKOOCav KCai EVOLKOICKaV Ev a&rraav TOts -TY(VT1 KtvoUvevols-might seem decisive, and in 
895c it looks as if Plato is taking the world to be an animal self-moved by its soul, but immanence 
is not required by the yvuxih apPX'l KtViqCEOcS principle, and raises an obvious problem. (If all 
changes in the world are caused by conscious states of activities of its soul, the world is very 
unlike any other known animal.) In fact, it is after yuXtI is proved to be the apX)l that Plato 
asks whether the sun, for example, is driven round by a soul animating it as our soul animates 
its body, or whether soul pushes it from outside or moves it in some other way, without committ- 
ing himself to an answer. The question is left open.42 Presumably the same reasoning 
applies to the world as a whole. If so, the cosmic apXT may be yiAqT] cyobaTos like Aristotle's 
Unmoved Mover. But if the star-souls animate the star-bodies in the ordinary way, probably 
the Good Soul is immanent in the world. Then how will it tolerate a rival? A Pantheistic 
system may find room for star-souls-it must accommodate humanity somehow-but two 
cosmic &pXaci of comparable rank is another matter. I do not think that we can assume that 
Plato is saying that the world is animated either simultaneously or successively by a Good and 
a Bad Soul. It is easy to see why Professor Cornford dropped the Devil and chose the other 

39 Assuming that the existence of a Devil is definitely ground that' the inferior soul has no more than a potenti- denied in Pol. 27oa, and that the words 8uo T'rVE OEb (ppovouvTr ality of evil, which it realises, as we are told further on 
xurToTs tvavrria indicate a Good and a Bad Soul, this (897b), only when "it associates with mindlessness "' 

denial is irrelevant to our interpretation of the Laws, as the (J7HS LXV, 21 ' Plato and the Irrational '). But in 897b3 general attitude to evil is different in the two works. The yuvX. is not yet differentiated into souls good and bad. 
Politicus takes the material view, the Laws the spiritual. (See note 43.) We might as well say that the Good Soul is 
(The R. P. Festugiere traces above all in the Politicus ' une only potentially good. certaine influence du dualisme iranien,' with definite limits. 42 See Laws 898d-899b. The question of number also is Rev. de philologie, XXI 43-4.) left unsettled in the summing-up. iTr5fl AvJi pv i n Xail 0 Or by human souls. Perhaps this possibility should Tr&v-rcov TOrrTCOV al-rtai t avrmaav, &ycai 6 -r&anav ap-rniv (899b5). be considered. It was not the number so much as the quality of souls that 41 Professor Dodds will not take the Devil seriously on the interested Plato. 
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form of the spiritual view of evil, which, however, is not stated in the Laws. There is no hint 
that the Good Soul contains any alloy.43 

Thus the clear outlines of the yvuxI portrayed in Laws X on closer scrutiny dissolve in 
vagueness, and we feel less and less confident that it will help us to explain the Timaeus. Yet 
we want to see Plato's thought as one, if we can, and it is not easy to refrain from assimilating 
the Good Soul to the World-Soul, which, we have seen, Plato connects sometimes with KivricriS.44 
Then we are faced once more with the problem, How is the Principle of Motion related to the 
Principle of Order? 45 

Evil provides a touchstone for any scheme we construct. 
Cornford's synthesis, in which vois 65rpiovpyos becomes reason within the World-Soul, 

has a clarity and consistency it seems senseless to mar, but it does make what is divine not 
wicked but weak, and largely responsible for the evil of the world. Plato would have been 
shocked. eE6s ouSacqi o05apcioS acSIKOS, &?tAx' c6 oiov TE SIKao6XTaTOs.46 

Cornford did prepare a line of retreat. Perhaps Tr6 Eiov, TO 0EIOT16rov rather, is not a 
mind at all. If the Demiurge represents an element in the World-Soul, ' the desire for goodness 
will then reside in the World-Soul: the universe will aspire towards the perfection of its model 
in the realm of Forms, and the model will hold a position analogous to that of Aristotle's 
Unmoved Mover, who causes motion as the object of desire.' 47 AUTO TO 3COjov is the Etre 
Supreme. But what corresponds to the Unmoved Mover in Plato's scheme of things is ypuvXi 
itself, TT'V 8uvactpvrv acr'Tsiv auTTrilv KIVEIV KiVTrITV.48 Cornford does not insist, but his suggestion 
reminds us of more radical interpretations which merge the Demiurge in a Form. Sooner or 
later we must ask ourselves, 'Is the Demiurge nothing but a symbol for the formal cause of 
order, the Good or the One ?' There is no inconsistency in this supposition-only, if we adopt 
it, we must be ready to admit that the Timaeus does not explain how this world has come to 
be-not even in the limited sense in which the Design argument can explain the world. The 
Forms 'stand immutable in solemn aloofness.' Nothing will bridge the gulf between that 
world and this-unless we can be persuaded that the Forms are meant to be efficient causes.49 
There is not evidence to justify our foisting this paralogism on Plato. Of course, the Phaedo 
claimed too much for the Forms,50 but the later dialogues demand a mind to account for the 
world. Sophist 248e, giving change, life, soul, understanding a place in 'Reality,' marks a 
step in self-criticism as decisive in its way as the beginning of the Parmenides. The Philebus, 
Timaeus, Laws, all make some mind an apxnj which is apparently ultimate. Yet the Good or 
the One is still for Plato the ens realissimum; all minds may somehow depend on it,51 but Plato 
does not explain how this can be, and in the absence of an explanation from him, it seems we 
must accept mind as an apXi, and count it divine.52 

43 In 897a ' soul ' includes plenty of evil passions, but at 
once in b7, a division is made into souls of opposite quality. 
fn6oTpov o6uv S8 yVxfis yuvos ....... TO pp6VIpov Kai apETtS 
rTAfpES, f1 TO Pl6hETEpC KEKT-rptVOV; 44 See p. 66, supra. 

45 The Laws is not altogether silent about voSs T6 -rrav 
liaKEKorlPnKcbS (966e f.) It looks like an element in the 

Good Soul (898c). In 897b (voOv pv vrpoCXAapooa ........) 
the meaning of vous is fixed as ' reasonableness ' by contrast 
with avoia, and yvX/i is not necessarily importing an ally from outside. 

46 Theaetetus I76b (Rep. 379c was more explicit). 47 Plato's Cosmology, 39. 48 Laws 896a. 49 M. Robin says that Forms are minds. ' Quel est en 
effet dans la theologie de Platon le role du Demiurge? C'est de conf6rer la r6alit6 a un vivant qui soit l'image d'un 
autre vivant. II isole donc mythiquement le pouvoir causal des Idees, l'efficacit6 g6neratrice qui appartient aux 
realites du monde intelligible a la fois formelles et vivantes' 
(Platon, 248). On the next page, 'le D6miurge symbolise- rait donc l'Intellect contemplant l'Intelligible et en organi- 
sant une copie . . . .' (249) For a clue we turn to M. 
Robin's interpretation of Sophist 248e. 'Comment l'Etre 
" qui est totalement 6tre," qui est a la fois l'etre et le tout, 

pourrait-il ne pas posseder l'intellect? . . . En les rappro- 
chant de ce morceau du Sophiste, on est incline a considrer 
en effet le monde ideal comme un intellect dans laquelle 
chaque pensee est un etre ou chaque 6tre une pensee et qui 
possede vie et activite.' (p. 154.) 'Enfin, si l'Etre 
"totalement" ou "absolument existant," dont il est 
question dans le Sophiste (248e sqq.) est la m6me chose 
que le Bien et si le Bien est la m6me chose que Dieu, ou 
reciproquement, on ne s'etonnera plus alors que Platon 
ait justement attribu6e cette plenitude de l'Etre la vie, 
l'fme et l'intellect, c'est a dire la plus haute personnalit6.' 
(251.) 

50 See Cornford, Plato and Parmenides, 79 n. I. Aris- 
totle's criticism is a fair inference from the Phaedo, but I 
think that Plato saw he had claimed too much and with- 
drew. (Cf. Robin, La Theorie Platonicienne des Idies et des 
Nombres, 88-92, I I-I I, o06-I4.) 

51 Brochard maintained that vo0s Srpioupy6s, Plato's 
God, is a ' mlange d'Idees,' subordinate to a superior 
principle. (Etudes de Philosophie Ancienne, 95-8.) 

52 Dies sums up the ambiguous position. 'Ainsi, pour la 
pensee platonicienne, on peut et l'on doit dire que l'Intellect 
est Dieu, mais que l'Etre est plus divin que l'Intellect, parce 
que l'Etre ou le divin est la source a laquelle Dieu lui- 
m6me participe. La pensee philosophique est rest6e, 
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But 'in the divine there is no shadow of unrighteousness, only the perfection of 

righteousness.' 'Si Dieu se definit comme la cause de l'ordre, il ne peut donc a aucun titre 
etre cause de desordre.' 53 The Rev. Pere Festugiere, who agrees in the main with Cornford- 
he thinks that vovs is not distinct from the World-Soul, the &pXi) KItvIcEcos, 'le vrai Dieu du 

Timee' 54-takes a different view of evil. He blames matter. Does he mean xcbpa, or the 
Divine Workman's materials in general? 

(A) If matter is xcbpa simply, Plato's vXr,55 what of disorderly Kivrlos? Can we make 

xcbpac entirely responsible by arguing that the Kivrlans in the external world with which we are 
concerned here, is always an event in space, and that the surd-element that Plato sees in every 
particular is introduced by Xcbpa? Then the World-Soul is the cause of Kivrfas,56 but not of 
its adcrcia. (On the other hand, KivrTlcis qua 'mental motion' can be CaTrcKTro too. And in 
his version of the material view Plato himself distributes the blame more widely.) 

(B) Alternatively 'matter' means all the materials of creation, and Kivriali is itself an 
&TrEipov. The distinction between A and B seems tenuous, perhaps artificial, yet the theological 
consequences are not trifling. If the World-Soul causes KivroIS, and KivTlals is an acrEipov, 
and evil consists in the absence of order, then the World-Soul shares in the responsibility for 
evil. Perhaps ' responsibility ' is too moral a word; we might refuse to say more than that the 
World-Soul initiates KivrolnS in the world, treating it as a cosmic force rather than a personality. 
Still it is the cause, the acYTov. If he chooses this line of thought, I do not think that the Rev. 
Pere Festugiere succeeds in vindicating Plato's God-if the World-Soul is God. 

But what if the World-Soul is only a lesser spirit ? The Timaeus gives the impression that 
vous is a transcendent intelligence which makes the World-Soul, and whatever 'making' 
means, it suggests some kind of subordination.57 As the principle of Order, withdrawn from 
the world in this way, God may be freed from all responsibility for evil. Then if we are bent on 
synthesis we may assume that the World-Soul is the cause of KiV'ais, and still trace evil to the 
recalcitrance of the Workman's materials. For God, KivrlCsS is so much material. The 
World-Soul is partly responsible, but God is absolved. OE6s avctiTlos. 

Thus the spiritual and material views are reconciled, or rather something is conceded to 
each, but the compromise leaves us uneasy. Our construction is very obviously a pastiche. 
The fact that the World-Soul is made by vovs is disquieting. As we said, the making indicates 
at least some kind of dependence-what, is not easy to say. (Professor Hackforth quotes 
Proclus-Ei pl cpa T6O rayv Evvouv yEVEOeat, 51E Kail yUvXSf V`o5oX)ox yap EcrTIv auTrl TOU vou, 
Kai St' cTrjs 6 vos ETpaiveTa' TOIS oyKOIS TOVU TowvTos ..... .58 But Proclus does not help us 
greatly.) The notion of a spiritual hierarchy is not obviously unPlatonic. In Plato and 
Aristotle the tendency towards monotheism is visible but by no means triumphant. (I have 
assumed that Plato uses 6 E6os to indicate the highest among divine minds, and I think it likely 
that this God is dependent on the Good or the One.) It is strange, however, that the cosmic 
&apXn KvicryEcos should be placed in a position of inferiority to any mind whatsoever. If we 
explain this by Plato's prejudice in favour of the changeless, another difficulty threatens. Nous 
is not merely a ' mental motion '; it brings order to an external world. Even if its priority 
is not temporal, vo0s might challenge the claim of the World-Soul to be First Cause. 

Our scheme may include more of what Plato actually says, but it cannot give so simple 

depuis Xenophane, profondement hostile a tout anthro- (p. 34), but the World-Soul is the apxn (p. 39). 
pomorphisme. Elle ne peut creer l'intelligence et le monde 57 Professor Hackforth takes this to mean that the soul 
sans faire appel a quelque chose de vivant qui tend, quoi is a y?vesis, not a thing created in time, but one whose 
qu'elle fasse, vers la personnalite humaine et vers des modes being depends on something more ultimate. (CQ XXX, 5) humains de penser et d'agir. Mais elle se protege contre ce This doctrine will not suit with Laws X. There uvXh^ #PXh 
danger en accentuant toujours davantage l'immuable et KIV~IcEcoS is itself the cause of becoming and perishing of all 
impassible impersonnalite de l'Etre, et, pour elle, des vocables things. It is not made dependent on vous. Hackforth 
masculins comme 6 vous, 6o E6s, ne sont que secondaires et tries to explain away Plato's silence on this point by arguing 
deriv6s par rapport aux vocables neutres, TO 6v, rTO Oiov. that, in the Laws, ' his object is to lay down the necessary 
(Autour de Platon, 564.) minimum of philosophical doctrine required for a sound 

53 Festugi6re, Rev. de philologie XXI, 41. basis of religion and morality.' 
54 

op. Cit., 20. 58 Proclus, In Tim. I p. 40 2(Diehl). See Hackforth, op. 
55 See note 5. cit., 8, n. i. 
56 Festugiere calls Xcdpa 'une possibilite de mutation ' 
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an account of the relation between voOs 65rlioupy6s and yuxif apXil KitvicaECo as Cornford's.59 
If we are determined to bring them together, we might do better to adopt his general view, 
stifling our doubts about the immanence of voOs, and replace his view of evil, which proved a 

stumbling-block, by the suggestion that evil is caused by matter in the sense of Xcbpa. 
But perhaps the two are best apart. The obscurities that surround each are not dispelled 

by attempts to unite them. We cannot help wishing to make a system of Plato's thought, 
but we must regard any proposed combination with suspicion and ask if it is wise to impose a 
unity whose form is not clearly indicated by Plato himself. Except in the most superficial way 
he has not brought the two together; in fact, he drew them apart. In the beginning TraVTrc 

XpqnccaTa v 6oio, for Anaxagoras had announced in his cryptic way that vo0s gave order to the 
world and set it in motion. Plato seized on these suggestions and followed each separately 
where it led him. He had learned the lesson that Socrates taught-that we must follow wherever 
the Aoyos leads, pursuing each line of reasoning to its own conclusion, and prepared to discard 

anything that seemed satisfactory before if it will not agree with the new idea. For the most 
part Plato thinks in this truly philosophic spirit. 

The Timaeus myth brings the Divine Workman and the Divine Animal together, but the 
combination is fanciful, not reasoned. Our first impulse was sound, to take the Timaeus as a 

picturesque presentment of teleological metaphysics, complete enough within its limits, and 
assume that while the World-Soul has its place in the story, philosophically speaking its relation 
to the Divine Workman will not bear scrutiny. 

If Plato ever reached the stage of synthesis and made a system out of his ideas Trpi TO -rEia, 
he did not record it for us. We get no help from outside; Aristotle never mentions Plato's 
God. After all we possess only enigmatic fragments of his thought. It is only fair to remember 
this when we are tempted to agree with Bayle. 'Vous croirez peut-etre qu'un Platonicien 

qui donnoit a Dieu une nature incorporelle auroit mis a bout facilement les sectateurs de 
Straton; mais ne vous fiez trop a cela, car en I. lieu la doctrine Platonique touchant la 
divinite n'est pas uniforme dans les oeuvres de Platon: on y trouve tant de choses qui se 
combatent les unes les autres, qu'on ne sait a quoi s'en tenir. 2. Ce n'est qu'un tissu de 

supositions arbitraires qu'il debite magistralement sans les prouver. 3. I1 est si obscur qu'il 
rebute tous les esprits qui ne cherchent que la lumiere '.60 Bayle is severe, but not altogether 
unjust. There is no entity that we can call ' Plato's theology.' 

M. MELDRUM. 

59 The Timaeus is against the hypothesis that vous and transcendent mind is a possible development of Plato's 
vuxn form one transcendent mind. But WyvXi need not be thought. 

immanent, as Plato admits in Laws 898e f., so the single 60 Continuation des Pensees diverses. (CVI p. 508). 
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